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An Enterprise App release – without thoroughly testing its overall
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quality (responsiveness and transition etc.) & performance may be
mAutomate MAKING A MARK OVER WEB

a crucial risk to your company reputation.
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“mAutomate - Discover the excellence,
embrace the brilliance” provides a glimpse to

 Choose as you like: In-premise or Cloud

Advance Innovation
while controlling costs

 Easy-to-operate testing process
 Test across diverse network capabilities

the extensive features of mAutomate. Also,
briefly talks about its ease of use,
compatibilities, technologically advanced
features in the comments section.

and carrier environments
 Test native, hybrid & browser based app

THE TOP 10 STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

 Automatic script writing, UI driven script

FOR 2014

editing; integration with other open

According to one of the Gartner researches,

source automation solutions
 Simulation of third party interruptions to
test app behavior
 Iterative and conditional execution;
assertions, regressions etc.
 Auto-execution (Auto-installation of
target app) on multiple devices through

Mobile device diversity and management

Mobile Test Automation plays
“ Essentially,
a pivotal role towards your success in
this highly fragmented marketplace.
”
Want that your Enterprise app run seamlessly

awesome and amazing. How it makes so is by

across myriads of handsets, diverse

automating the simulated scenarios and

geographies, varied network environments

environments on which you always wanted to

 Seamless integration - CI tool (Jenkins)

over the various flavors of operating systems

test your app upon and which makes your app

 Record and execute type, Auto-re-record

and hardware configurations? Your budgets

highly stable and superlatively usable. It

are tighter, time to market is stringent and

should not just virtually act as a facilitator or a

what about a comprehensive friend-like tool

fractional enabler to manage your testing

that shows you way out… A tool which strives

processes but provide an end-to-end

to make your app’s user experience

automated testing solution

Remote Device Cloud Manager
 Object-based comparison, Image and
OCR comparison for objects on screen

test cases
 Integration with defect tracking tools like
Bugzilla, HP ALM and JIRA
 Release and version management

stood first and Mobile apps and applications

 Rich analytics and reporting system

stood second in the top 10 strategic technology
trends for 2014 which further says that that have
the potential to disrupt individuals, businesses
and IT organizations.

Continuous Integration ? Retain code in
executable state, Maintain code in deliverable state

POWER - A Glimpse
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Distributive development

How to achieve the best app rating across myriad

environment, cosmopolitan teams

handsets, carrier environments, operating

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis

across geographies. Need seamless code

system versions, diverse geographies working in

vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illu

integration, ensure that the code is compilable.

an agile work environment?

dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

Are unit as well as automation test cases running

While working with an agile work method, most

vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel

impeccably? Do I need to perform manual testing

projects introduce testing at the end of the

each time the build is compiled? Is my agile

development cycle because of lack of knowledge

Ah,that’s the pain point for we QA engineers. mAutomate understands this pretty well. It provides extremely

process based on traditional testing practices?

of thorough test automation tools that offer

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in

easy-to-use and implement events in the form of interruptions option that includes Network availability

So, what do we do to answer these questions?

seamless integration with CI tools.

praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis

mAutomate tool automates this process in

mAutomate impeccably orchestrates with agile.

challenging agile environment by offering

It automates test processes and simulates

integration with Jenkins/Hudson; empowering

innumerable hypothetical scenarios that were

possim assum. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

you to rectify issues sooner through remarkable

once thought of impossible with script-less or

in hendrerit in praesent luptatum zzril delenit

user interface and accelerate time to market.

code-less frameworks.

augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

RECORD -EXECUTE

A simple and one to the most efficient way to mobile automation testing – Record and Execute. Not just this,
auto-re-record test cases which execute test cases on device and record new test cases automatically with
new screenshots. This facilitates your comprehensive and diverse testing needs.
INTERRUPTIONS

change, screen orientation, app data clearance, scrolling, change in background etc. No more the testers
now would have to manually check the impact of sudden interruptions. What do you say, will that
accerlerate time to market and thoroughly test your enterprise app?
DEFECT TRACKING

How to achieve a bug-free and high quality enterprise app! mAutomate automatically logs bugs in the
required tool whenever a defect is encountered and updates you over email.

tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros
et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit.

dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber tempor
cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil
imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer

